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c) Pb = 2.225174 ± 7.2e-05 days
Kb = 3.24 ± 0.57 m s 1

eb = 0.00 

Kosiarek 2018

Teske 2018



  Fitting RV data

K



Period [days] : Time it takes the planet to complete one orbit around its host star 

Semi-amplitude [m/s] : Velocity of the reflex motion the planet imparts on its host star 

Eccentricity : Ellipticity of the planet’s orbit  

Longitude of periastron [deg] : Orbital angle at which the planet goes through periastron  

Time of periastron [JD] : Date when the planet passes through its periastron point 

Mean anomaly [deg] : Angular distance from pericenter the planet would have if ecc = 0 

RV offset [m/s] : Offset between each data point’s RV and the RV zero point

  Orbital parameters



P= 100 days 

P= 50 days 

K = 40 m/s 

K = 80 m/s 

M = 0 deg 

M = 90 deg 

  What do these do to a Keplerian signal?
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  What do these do to a Keplerian signal?



  Fitting RV data

Lovis 2006
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Method: Take discrete Fourier transform (DFT) of time series data: 

Goal: identify periodic signals [planetary orbits] in time series data [RV semi-amplitudes] 

  Periodograms: idealized case



GJ 687

HIRES

APF

Burt 2014



Lomb-Scargle (LS) Periodogram: Able to handle data that is unevenly sampled (phew!)  

FAP = 1%

FAP = 0.1%

FAP = 0.01%

where

GJ 687
HIRES
APF

  Periodograms: what we actually do

Burt 2014

                My rule of thumb: False Alarm Probability below 1% suggests periodic signal in the 
data, and anything below 0.1% merits real investigation” 



    Periodograms: what we actually do
GJ 687
HIRES
APF

x

Burt 2014



  Fitting orbital parameters : HD 141399

Vogt 2014



  Fitting orbital parameters : HD 141399 MCMC

Vogt 2014



  Fitting orbital parameters : HD 8574
http://www.stefanom.org/systemic-online/?sys=HD8574.sys

Perrier 2003

http://www.stefanom.org/systemic-online/?sys=HD8574.sys&np=0&im=0


  Fitting orbital parameters : HD 8574

Perrier 2003

http://www.stefanom.org/systemic-online/?sys=HD8574.sys

http://www.stefanom.org/systemic-online/?sys=HD8574.sys&np=0&im=0


  Orbit determination : outline
1) Get RVs from your favorite observer

2) Feed the RV data into some sort of RV analysis package [ExoFast2, Radvel, Systemic, etc]

3) Look at the periodogram for the RV data, identify peaks that are: 
> Above your threshold for being a significant signal 
> Well separated from other peaks

4) Fold the data to that period, and use the software to determine the orbital parameters

5) Look at the residuals periodogram, if there are additional peaks repeat steps 3/4

Then need to make sure that these signals are actually [the correct] planets…

(or better yet, go observing!)



  A couple of things to watch out for



  Eccentric planets can masquerade as resonances

# of planets = 1 
Eccentricity = 0.75

# of planets = 2 
Eccentricity = 0 

P1/P2 = 0.5



  Eccentric planets can masquerade as resonances

P=74.5 days 
Ecc=0.75

Fourier transform of an eccentric  
orbit shows both the peak at the  
true frequency & its harmonics

If you see a peak in your  
periodogram and at least one of 
Its harmonics, try fitting an  
eccentric planet to see if that  

Bozza 2016



  Window functions add periodicities to your data 



[delta function]

[sinc function]

Bozza 2016

  Window functions add periodicities to your data 



2 planets 
+ 

1 window function

8 planet system?

no…

Bozza 2016

  Window functions add periodicities to your data 



  Window functions: observing example
obs=[1,1,1,1,0,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,
0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,1,1,0,
1,1,1,1]

Lomb-Scargle(jd,obs)
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  Aliasing can make you select the wrong period



Alias period : an incorrect  
(longer) period that is due to  
under sampling the correct  
(shorter) orbital period 

  Aliasing can make you select the wrong period



Alias period : an incorrect  
(longer) period that is due to  
under sampling the correct  
(shorter) orbital period 

  Aliasing can make you select the wrong period



To avoid aliasing, need to  
Nyquist sample your data 

Alias period : an incorrect  
(longer) period that is due to  
under sampling the correct  
(shorter) orbital period 

  Aliasing can make you select the wrong period



This means you can’t detect  
any signals with frequencies  

longer than 2*fdata  
(i.e. any planets with P < 2 days)

So if you observe once per  
night (fdata = 1d-1) then the  
limiting Nqyuist frequency  

is then: fNyq = 0.5 d-1

  Aliasing can make you select the wrong period



McArthur 2004

  Aliasing: 55 Cancri

Marcy 2002
55 Cnc e?

P=2.81 days

55 Cnc b 
P=14.87d

Butler 1997

Marcy 2002



  Aliasing: 55 Cancri

55 Cnc e?

P=2.81 days

McArthur 2004

P = 2.8 days, M = 17.7MEarth  
One of the first hot Neptunes!



  Aliasing: 55 Cancri
55 Cnc e?

P=2.81 days

McArthur 2004

But then, Dawson & Fabrycky 2010 applied a 
new approach to aliasing analyses to the 55 

Cancri data…

A planet with P < 1 day was unheard of in 2004, so the original paper 
didn’t search that part of parameter space and instead found the 2.8 
day alias. Dawson & Fabrycky re-examined the data, and looked 
below P = 1 day to find the true signal at 0.74 days



Endl 2012

  Aliasing: 55 Cancri
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  Aliasing: 55 Cancri
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Endl 2012Winn 2011

Winn 2011

Take away: make sure you understand 
what periods your data are/are not 

sensitive to, and make sure to check for 
aliases when fitting planets!



  Orbit determination : outline
1) Get RVs from your favorite observer

2) Feed the RV data into some sort of RV analysis package [ExoFast2, Radvel, Systemic, etc]

3) Look at the periodogram for the RV data, identify peaks that are: 
> Above your threshold for being a significant signal 
> Well separated from other peaks

4) Fold the data to that period, and use the software to determine the orbital parameters

5) Look at the residuals periodogram, if there are additional peaks repeat steps 3/4

6) Check that none of your potential planet signals are on top of peaks in the window 
function, peaks from activity indicators, or aliases of one another

7) Spin up full MCMC analysis of your choice to get official error bars on your planet fit

(or better yet, go observing!)



  Orbit determination example: Proxima Cen b



  Orbit determination example: Proxima Cen b

“Since the analysis of the activity data failed to identify any stellar 
activity feature likely to generate a spurious Doppler signal at 11.2 
days, we conclude that the variability in the data is best explained 

by the presence of a planet (Proxima b, hereafter) orbiting the star”

Anglada-Escudé 2016
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